DR7 encoded by human herpesvirus 6 promotes glioma development and progression
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Purpose: We previously identified human herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6) infection in the pathogenesis of glioma. Direct repeat (DR)7, encoded by HHV-6, has been reported to possess malignant transforming activity and involved in Hodgkin’s lymphoma carcinogenesis. Here, we aimed to determine the role of DR7 in the development and progression of glioma.

Patients and methods: A total of 27 glioma and 30 normal brain tissues were collected for detection of DR7. Glioma cell proliferation, colony formation, cell cycle, migration, invasion and angiogenesis were evaluated by Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8), soft agar, propidium iodide staining, wound healing, Transwell and chick embryo chorioallantoic membrane assays, respectively. The potential mRNA targets of DR7 were determined using mRNA microarray and validated via Western blot and ELISA.

Results: DR7 could be detected in the 13 glioma tissues with a positive rate of 48.15%, but only the 5 normal brain tissues with a lower positive rate of 16.7%. The two strains of cells isolated from glioma tissues were also found to express DR7. CCK-8 and soft agar assays showed enhanced proliferation and colony formation in the cells expressing DR7 which might be in relation to acceleration of the G1/S phase transition by DR7. Further analyses showed that DR7 could promote glioma cell migration, invasion and angiogenesis. Expression profiles identified hundreds of differentially expressed mRNAs, among which P53, extracellular matrix (ECM) fibronectin, integrin receptor ITGβ5 and specific inhibitors of MMPs, tissue inhibitor of MMPs (TIMP)-2 and TIMP-4, were downregulated, whereas ECM-degrading protease MMP-3, proinflammatory cytokines IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-8, were upregulated by DR7, respectively.

Conclusion: We observed existence of DR7 in the glioma tissues, and overexpression of DR7 could promote glioma cell development and progression, which might be through creating an inflammatory microenvironment and enhancing degradation of ECM.
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Introduction
Glioma is a common malignancy in human brain tumors and its incidence is about 5 cases per 100,000 people. There are over 140,000 new patients in the USA each year. In addition, about 13,000 people die each year because of this related disease. At present, the pathology of glioma is still unclear. Some scholars believe that the occurrence and development of tumors can be promoted by intrinsic factors and external factors. Intrinsic factors include activation of proto-oncogenes and local mutations in tumor suppressor genes. Environmental factors include chemical and physical factors, such as chemical carcinogens, biological factors and other reasons. Among them, the research on the role of viruses in the development of glioma has received increasing attention.
Human herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6) is one of the most widely distributed linear double-stranded DNA viruses. In 1986, HHV-6 was isolated for the first time. Later studies found two distinct variants, named as HHV-6A and HHV-6B. Although the genomes of HHV-6A and HHV-6B are colinear and shared an overall identity of 90%, the two groups showed distinct epidemiology and disease associations, biological and immunological properties, and in vitro tropism for selected T-cell lines. For example, HHV-6B caused 97%–100% of the primary infections by these viruses and the infections mostly occur between the ages of 6 and 12 months.

Research on the epidemiology of HHV-6A infection is less, and one report has indicated that HHV-6A infection is acquired later in life and the primary infection is typically without clinical symptoms.

HHV-6 has the characteristics of transformation, transactivation and carcinogenesis, and many diseases of nervous systems are associated with HHV-6, such as encephalitis, multiple sclerosis and glioma. HHV-6 has a unique region (U) of 143–145 kb, flanked by 8–9 kb of terminal direct repeats (DRs). The open reading frames (ORFs) of DR are designated as DR1–DR7, among which 357 amino acids in the Pac-2–Pac-1 packaging signals, the DR7 can transform NIH3T3 cells in vitro and form tumors in nude mice. Further study shows that DR7 can bind to p53 and lead to impaired p53 protein function, suggesting that DR7 is one of the key tumor genes of HHV-6.

DR7 locates at positions 5,629–6,720 of the HHV-6 genome, which partially overlaps with spliced DR6 at positions 4,725–5,028 and 5,837–6,720. It was reported that the homologous gene in HHV-6B, that is, DR6B, encodes a nuclear protein which can interact with the viral DNA processivity factor p41 rather than p53. Borenstein et al cloned the intact HHV-6A genome into bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) vectors and found HHV-6A BACs and their parental DNAs to contain short 2.7 kb DRs. Further studies revealed that the deletion spans positions 60–5,545 in DR6 (left DR), including genes encoded by DR1 through the first exon of DR6. The conserved pac-2–pac-1 packaging signals, the DR7 ORF and the DR6 second exon were not deleted. Thus, the biological role of DR7 is different from DR6, regardless of overlapping sequences.

We previously revealed involvement of HHV-6 in the pathogenesis of glioma. We detected higher percentages of HHV-6 DNA and protein in the tissues of glioma than in the tissues of normal brain, which was in accordance with Crawford et al’s findings, and directly isolated a strain of HHV-6A from glioma cyst fluid. In addition, we detected high levels of IL-6, IL-8, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and TGF-β in the cyst fluid specimens from HHV-6-positive patients with glioma, and also revealed that HHV-6A infection could promote production of IL-6, IL-8 and TGF-β in astrocyte cultures. We proposed that proinflammatory cytokines induced by HHV-6 infection might provide a chronic inflammatory environment which facilitates the development of glioma. At present, there are few reports about the relationship between DR7 and glioma. In this study, we aimed to determine whether DR7 contributes to glioma development and progression.

**Patients and methods**

**Ethical approval**

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional review board (IRB) of Southeast University and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. All applicable national, international and/or institutional guidelines for the care and use of animals were followed. The study was approved by the IRB of Nanjing Medical University and Southeast University.

**Patients and samples**

A total of 27 glioma and 30 normal brain tissues were collected for analysis of DR7 expression. The glioma specimens were obtained from patients with glioma undergoing surgery in the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing Medical University from 2008 to 2013. The normal specimens were obtained from patients with cerebral hemorrhage or brain trauma undergoing surgery in the same hospital during that time. The patients whose tissues were used provided written informed consent.

**Cell culture**

Human glioma cell lines U87 and U251 were obtained from Prof Yao (Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Nanjing Medical University). U87 and U251 cells were cultured in DMEM containing 10% FBS and placed in a 37°C, 5% CO₂ cell incubator. The use of the cell lines was approved by the IRB of Southeast University.

**Lentivirus vector construction and packaging**

The pMD18-T-DR7 plasmid carrying the DR7 gene (HHV-6A U1102 strain) was maintained by the Laboratory of Viral
Immunology, Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Nanjing Medical University. The lentivirus vector pLenti6.3-MCS- IRES2-EGFP carrying the EGFP gene, the packaging plasmids pLP1, pLP2, pLP/VSVG, and the competent cell Stbl3 were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Primers used for amplifying the DR7 gene are listed as follows: P1: 5′-GACACCTTAAATTAAGGC- GCCACCATCGGCATCTCCGTTC CACGGGATGC-3′; P2: 5′-GTGTCGCTAGCTTTAGTGATGATGATGATGATGATGATGATGATGAT- GCT TCACCTCCGTGGCGTCTAATCC-3′. P1 and P2 contained PacI and NheI restriction sites, respectively. Lentiviral packaging was performed using Stbl3 cell, and virus titers were determined by counting the cells expressing EGFP. The lentiviral expression vector was successfully packaged and the virus titer was 10^8 TU/mL. After lentivirus infection of DR7, U87 cells were subjected to flow cytometry and blasticidin screening until they stably expressed DR7.

RNA isolation and mRNA microarray
Total RNA of U87-NC-EGFP and U87-DR7-EGFP cells was extracted using TRizol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Global gene expression was measured with the Affymetrix HG-U133 Plus 2.0 chip. A total of 10 µg of RNA was used for synthesize double-stranded cDNA using the One-Cycle cDNA Synthesis Kit (Affymetrix). The resulting cDNA was used as a template for in vitro transcription (IVT) of CRNA using IVT Labeling Kit (Affymetrix). A hybridization cocktail containing 10 µg of CRNA was hybridized to U133 Plus 2.0 GeneChips (Affymetrix) for 16 hours at 45°C in a rotating oven. Finally, the chips were washed, stained and scanned on a high-resolution scanner following the protocol. A twofold cutoff difference was applied to select the up- and downregulated mRNAs.

Cell scratch assay
Cells in logarithmic phase of growth were seeded at 2×10^5 cells/mL in six-well plates and cultured for 24 hours. A sterile 100 µL pipette tip was used to make a cell-free wound. Cells were photographed at 6, 12 and 24 hours, and the width of the scratches was measured.

Transwell invasion assay
The invasion assay was performed using Transwell chambers (Corning Life Sciences, Tewksbury, MA, USA) with a pore size of 8 µm. A total of 100 µL cells at a density of 1×10^6/mL were added to the upper compartment of invasion chambers and 500 µL of DMEM supplemented with 20% FBS was added to the lower chamber. After 24 hours of incubation at 37°C, the migrating cells were fixed with formaldehyde and stained with 0.1% crystal violet and counted under a microscope.

Chick embryo chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) assay
Fertilized chicken eggs were used after incubating them at 37°C, 5% CO_2 for 4 days. To expose the CAM, a 1×1 cm window was made in the shell. Eggs were randomly divided into three groups with six eggs per group. The cells of U87, U87-NC-EGFP and U87-DR7-EGFP premixed with ice-cold Matrigel were placed on the CAM, respectively. Ten days later, the CAMs with tumors were cut and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. The vessel number from three random fields around the tumors was pictured using a microscope.

Cell cycle detection
Cell cycle was determined using propidium iodide (PI) staining and measured by flow cytometry as previously described. Briefly, cells were washed with PBS, fixed with 70% ethanol, resuspended in PBS containing PI/RNase and analyzed by flow cytometry.

Quantitative PCR (qPCR)
Total RNA was isolated using TRizol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and subsequently reverse transcribed with M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Toyobo, Osaka, Japan) at 42°C. For real-time qPCR, cDNA fragments were amplified using SYBR Green Real-time PCR Master Mix (Toyobo).
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR primers of DR7 are listed as follows: ACTTTAAGGGGATC CCGC-CACCATGAGGCG (forward) and GCAGCCGGATC- CACTAGTAACG GCCG (reverse).

ELISA
Fibronectin (FN), IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, tissue inhibitor of MMPs (TIMP)-2 and TIMP-4 in the U87 cell culture supernatants were determined using ELISA kits (Bender, Vienna, Austria) as previously described. All ELISA assays were performed in triplicate.

Western blot
Cells were lysed using a detergent lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.4; 150 mM NaCl; 1% NP-40; 0.5% sodium deoxycholate; 0.1% SDS and 1% phosphatase inhibitor cocktail [Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA]). Western blots were performed as previously reported using antibodies of P53, TIMP-2, TIMP-4, ITGβ5 and MMP-3 (CST, Danvers, MA, USA). β-Actin was used as an internal control (Bioworld, Shanghai, China).

Immunofluorescence (IF) and immunohistochemistry (IHC) assays
The primary cultured human glioma cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with DR7 antibody (provided by the HHV6 Foundation) followed by a secondary antibody labeled with Rhodamine, and GFAP antibody (a prototypical marker for astrocytes; CST) followed by a secondary antibody labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate. IHC was performed on paraffin-embedded sections. Series of sections of glioma specimens were incubated with DR7 antibody followed by incubation with 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (Zhongshan Biotech, Guangdong Sheng, China) to produce brown precipitates.

Statistical analysis
The experiments were repeated three times independently. The data were expressed as mean ± SD. Comparison of categorized and continuous variables between groups was performed using chi-squared test and ANOVA, respectively. SPSS 13.0 was used for statistical analysis, and P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Expression of DR7 in glioma tissues
To determine whether HHV-6 expresses DR7 during glioma development, a total of 27 glioma and 30 normal brain tissues were collected for IHC analysis of DR7. The results showed DR7 was mainly expressed in the cytoplasm (Figure 1A) and there were 13 glioma tissues having positive DR7 staining, with a positive rate of 48.15%. However, there were only five normal brain tissues having DR7 expression with the positive rate being 16.7%. The DR7 expression was higher in the glioma tissues than in the normal brain tissues and the difference reached statistical significance. To verify the expression of DR7, we also tested the transcripts of DR7 in the eleven glioma tissues with positive IHC staining of DR7 and eleven normal brain tissues with negative IHC staining of DR7. The reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) assay (Figure 1B) displayed that all the eleven glioma tissues had positive DR7 expression while all the eleven normal brain tissues had negative DR7 expression, in line with the IHC findings. To further validate the existence of DR7 in the development of glioma, we isolated two strains of primary human glioma cells for detection of DR7. As shown in Figure 1C, DR7 could be detected by IF assay. Taken together, our results suggested that DR7 is involved in the carcinogenesis of glioma.

DR7 favors cell proliferation and colony formation
As shown in Figure 2A, U87 and U251 cells overexpressing DR7 had the highest proliferation rate than the blank and negative control (NC)-treated U87 and U251 cells, respectively, on assessing using CCK-8 assay. To determine the effect of DR7 on the colony-forming ability of glioma cells, soft agar colony cultures of the three groups of cells were performed. After 2 weeks, the number of colonies was 24.33±3.06, 15.00±2.00 and 18.33±1.53 for the U87-DR7-EGFP, U87-NC-EGFP and U87 cells, respectively (Figure 2B). The U87-DR7-EGFP cells had the highest colony number than the two other control cells. Repeating the soft agar assay in the U251 cells showed similar results (Figure 2C).

DR7 promotes cell cycle progression
To determine whether DR7 enhances cell proliferation and colony formation through promoting cell cycle progression, we tested the cell cycle distribution of the three groups of cells by flow cytometry. The percentage of G0/G1, S and G2/M phases of cell cycle for different cell groups is shown in Figure 3A. The highest percentage of S and G2/M phases and the lowest percentage of G0/G1 phase were seen in U87-DR7-EGFP cells among the three groups of cells (Figure 3B). The results indicated that DR7 promotes the transition of cells from G1 to S phase, which facilitates cell proliferation. Repeating the cell cycle assay in the U251 cells showed similar results (Figure 3C, D), although the differences in
the percentage of G2/M phase among the U251-DR7-EGFP, U251-UC-EGFP and U251 cells did not reach statistical significance.

**DR7 enhances cell migration, invasion and angiogenesis of glioma**

Cell scratch assays demonstrated that the U87 and U251 cells transfected with DR7 were significantly healed after 6 hours of culture compared with their respective control cells. After 12 hours of culture, the difference in healing rates among the three groups of cells was even more significant (Figure 4A–D). In addition, Transwell invasion assays revealed the highest number of invading cells in relation to U87 and U251 cells transfected with DR7 (Figure 4E, F). Tumor growth and metastasis needs enhanced angiogenesis to supply extra oxygen and nutrients.\(^{20,21}\) We also evaluated whether DR7 could regulate angiogenesis of glioma cells. CAM assays displayed the highest vascular density for U87/U251-DR7-EGFP cells compared with their respective control cells (Figure 4G–J).

**Identification and validation of targets of DR7 in glioma**

We further applied mRNA microarray to identify the critical genes and pathways downstream of DR7 involved in glioma progression. There were 1,016 upregulated and 778 downregulated genes in the U87-DR7-EGFP cells compared with the control U87-NC-EGFP cells. Finally, we selected four upregulated genes, that is, IL-1\(\beta\), IL-6, IL-1\(\beta\) and MMP-3, and five downregulated genes, that is, FN, P53, TIMP-2 and TIMP-4, and ITG\(\beta\)5, for validation of their expression trend in response to overexpression of DR7 in U87 cells (Table 1). The selected genes are all well known as fundamental...
For the secreted proteins, such as FN, TIMP-2 and IL-8, we employed ELISA to determine their expression differences between the U87-DR7-EGFP cells and U87-NC-EGFP cells. As shown in Figure 5A, the expression of secreted FN, TIMP-2 and TIMP-4 was higher in the U87-DR7-EGFP cells than in U87-NC-EGFP cells, whereas the expression trend of IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-8 was just the opposite. We also tested the expression of ITGβ5, MMP-3 and P53 using Western blot. The results showed higher expression of MMP-3 and lower expression of ITGβ5 and P53 in the U87-DR7-EGFP cells than in U87-NC-EGFP cells. Moreover, the trend of differential expression was more pronounced over time (Figure 5B). TIMP-2 and TIMP-4 were also subjected to Western blot for further validation of their expression trend in response to DR7 overexpression, and they presented the same pattern of lower expression in the U87-DR7-EGFP cells (Figure 5B). Overall,
Figure 3 DR7 promotes the transition of cells from G1 to S and M phases of cell cycle.

Notes: (A, B) The cell cycle distribution of U87, U87-NC-EGFP and U87-DR7-EGFP cells was analyzed by FACS. The histogram shows the percentage of the three cells at the G0/G1, S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle. The differences in cell cycle distribution among three types of cells were analyzed. (C, D) Replication of cell cycle assays in the U251 cells demonstrated similar results. ***P<0.001, **P<0.01, *P<0.05.

Abbreviations: DR7, direct repeat 7; FACS, fluorescence-activated cell sorting.

Figure 4 DR7 promotes cell migration, invasion and angiogenesis of U87.

Notes: U87 (A) and U251 (C) cells migrated into the wound area. Representative images were pictured at indicated time points. Representative images were obtained at 100× magnification. (B, D) show the respective cure rates of wound. (E, F) Transwell assays were used for testing the invasion ability of U87 and U251 cells after culturing for 48 hours. The histogram represents the mean and SD of cells traversing to reverse face of the Matrigel-coated chambers’ membrane. Representative images were obtained at 200× magnification. The effect of DR7 on angiogenesis of U87 (G) and U251 (I) cells was evaluated by CAM assay. The number of primary blood vessels converging to tumors induced by U87 (H) and U251 cells (J) was counted and compared among the three groups. ***P<0.001, **P<0.01.

Abbreviations: CAM, chorioallantoic membrane; DR7, direct repeat 7.
Table 1 The important DR7 target genes associated with tumor progression identified by mRNA microarray in the U87 cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Gene symbol</th>
<th>Gene title</th>
<th>Chromosomal location</th>
<th>Ratio&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Associated phenotype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>IL1B</td>
<td>Interleukin 1, beta</td>
<td>chr2q14</td>
<td>9.137</td>
<td>Cytokine–cytokine receptor interaction, MAPK signaling pathway</td>
<td>Proliferation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL8</td>
<td>Interleukin 8</td>
<td>chr4q13-q21</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>Cytokine–cytokine receptor interaction, chemokine signaling pathway</td>
<td>Angiogenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MMP3</td>
<td>Matrix metallopeptidase 3</td>
<td>chr11q22.3</td>
<td>2.9398</td>
<td>Matrix metalloproteinases</td>
<td>Invasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL6</td>
<td>Interleukin 6</td>
<td>chr7p21</td>
<td>2.6572</td>
<td>Cytokine–cytokine receptor interaction, PI3K-Akt signaling pathway</td>
<td>Invasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>TIMP4</td>
<td>TIMP metallopeptidase inhibitor 4</td>
<td>chr3p25</td>
<td>0.2988</td>
<td>Matrix metalloproteinases</td>
<td>Invasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FN1</td>
<td>Fibronectin 1</td>
<td>chr2q34</td>
<td>0.4043</td>
<td>Focal adhesion, PI3K-Akt signaling pathway</td>
<td>Adhesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TPS3</td>
<td>Tumor protein p53</td>
<td>chr17q13.1</td>
<td>0.4259</td>
<td>Apoptosis, cell cycle, PI3K-Akt signaling pathway</td>
<td>Proliferation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TIMP2</td>
<td>TIMP metallopeptidase inhibitor 2</td>
<td>chr17q25</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>Matrix metalloproteinases</td>
<td>Invasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITGB5</td>
<td>Intigrin, beta 5</td>
<td>chr3q21.2</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>Integrin-mediated cell adhesion, PI3K-Akt signaling pathway</td>
<td>Adhesion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: <sup>a</sup>The ratio of gene expression in U87-DR7-EGFP cells to its expression in U87-NC-EGFP cells.

Abbreviation: DR7, direct repeat 7.

Figure 5 Validation of expression of the selected important genes associated with tumor progression.

Notes: (A) Expression of DR7 targets, FN, TIMP-2, TIMP-4, IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-8, was validated by ELISA in the crude culture medium of U87 cells. After stopping the enzymatic reaction with H<sub>2</sub>SO<sub>4</sub>, OD was measured at 450 nm. All assays were performed in triplicate. (B) Expression of DR7 targets, ITGβ5, MMP-3 and P53, was validated by Western blot in the whole cell extracts of U87 cells. Expression of TIMP-2 and TIMP-4 was once again validated using Western blot.

Abbreviation: DR7, direct repeat 7.
the expression trend of all nine genes was in accordance with that of mRNA microarray.

**Discussion**

Recent studies suggest that the occurrence and development of glioma is closely related to HHV-6 infection. Kashanchi et al first found the Sall-L fragment of HHV-6 had the ability to transactivate HIV-1 long terminal repeat promoter and increase HIV-1 replication. Thereafter, they narrowed the Sall-L transforming region to the Sall-L-SH subfragment and found that ORF-1 (also designated as DR7), one of the ORFs within Sall-L-SH, could transform NIH3T3 cells. Furthermore, nude mice developed fibrosarcomas when they were injected with cells expressing DR7. PCR analysis of DNA sequences of DR7 identified its existence in some angioimmunoblastic lymphadenopathies, Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) and non-HL and glioblastomas. Consistent with Kashanchi, Lacroix et al also found DR7 could enhance the proliferation of Reed–Sternberg cells. Their findings suggest that DR7 has a tumorigenic property. We also observed existence of DR7 in the glioma tissues and two strains isolated from the primary glioma tissues. In addition, overexpression of DR7 could promote glioma U87 cells’ proliferation.

Angiogenesis can provide necessary oxygen and nutrients to and remove wastes from tumor cells, and is essential for tumor growth and metastasis. Caruso et al reported that HHV-6 infection could result in loss of angiogenic properties both in lymphatic endothelial cells (ECs) and in vascular ECs. They further identified U94/rep, a unique genomic characteristic of HHV-6, contributing to the antiangiogenic effect of HHV-6. Our unpublished data also suggested antiangiogenic characteristics for U94/rep in glioma. However, in the present study, we identified DR7, another gene of HHV-6, enhancing cell angiogenesis. Our result indicated that DR7 might play a proangiogenic role opposite to U94/rep in glioma. Therefore, increased angiogenic capacity in glioma cells infected with HHV-6 might be ascribed to overexpression of DR7, underexpression of U94/rep or both in combination.

So far, the underlying mechanisms of DR7 in human disease remain to be resolved. Kashanchi et al observed that DR7 could influence proliferation by binding to P53. Lacroix et al also observed in the HL that DR7 protein is bound to human P53 protein. In the present study, we found decreased expression of P53 in the glioma cells transfected with DR7. Whether there is a direct interaction between DR7 and P53 in glioma needs further investigation. Invasion and metastasis are two mechanisms for cancer spreading throughout the body. MMPs are a broad family of zinc-binding endopeptidases collectively degrading extracellular matrix (ECM) components, whose deregulation favors cancer cell invasion, metastasis and angiogenesis. The activated MMPs are inhibited by four mammalian TIMPs. The adhesive glycoprotein FN and integrin receptors play critical roles in tumor progression. MMP-3 (Stromelysin 1) is able to degrade FN, laminin, gelatins of type I, III, IV and so on. We observed in this study overexpression of MMP-3 and underexpression of TIMP-2, TIMP-4, FN and ITGβ5. The results indicated that DR7 could promote degradation of ECM which facilitates cells’ progression including migration, invasion and angiogenesis.

We previously found increased production of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, IL-8, TGF-β and TNF-α, in glioma cyst fluid specimens and astrocyte cultures. In this study, we also identified several cytokines, such as IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-8, deregulated in the glioma cells transfected with DR7. Thus, HHV-6 infection might create an inflammatory microenvironment that facilitates pathogenesis of glioma through DR7. In silico analysis showed that P53, IL-6, FN1 and ITGβ5 were all involved in PI3K-Akt signaling pathway (Table 1). It provides us a clue to determine the potential signal pathway which is regulated by DR7 to promote glioma progression. In addition, we also found NFKBIZ (NFκB Inhibitor Zeta) was upregulated 5.5-fold in the U87 cells overexpressing DR7. NFKBIZ could inhibit NF-kappa-B activity without affecting its nuclear translocation upon stimulation. In addition, CSF-3, LIF, IL6 and IL13RA2 were found to be upregulated 10.6-, 3.1-, 2.6- and 2.1-fold in the U87 cells overexpressing DR7, respectively. These genes are all involved in the JAK–STAT signaling pathway. NFκB and JAK–STAT pathways are found to be widely involved in glioma carcinogenesis. Thus, DR7 may promote glioma development and progression through the NFκB and JAK–STAT pathways besides the PI3K-Akt pathway.

**Conclusion**

DR7 could be detected in glioma with positive HHV-6 infection. Overexpression of DR7 was able to promote glioma proliferation, migration, invasion and angiogenesis, which might be through creating an inflammatory microenvironment and enhancing degradation of ECM.
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